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Let X(U) denote the space of all holomorphic functions on an open subset CJ of 
a complex Frtchet space E. Let R(K) denote the space of all holomorphic germs 
on a compact subset K of E. It is shown that Z(K), with a natural topology, is the 
inductive limit of a suitable sequence of compact subsets, within the category of all 
topological spaces. As an application of this result it is shown that the compact- 
ported topology introduced by Nachbin coincides with the compact-open topology 
on p(U) whenever U is a balanced open subset of a Frechet-Schwartz space. This 
last result improves earlier results of P. Boland and S. Dineen [Bull. Sot. Math. 
France 106 (1978), 3 1 l-336 1. R. Meise [ Proc. Roy. Irish Acad. Sect. A 81 (I 98 I ), 
2 17-223 1, and others. 
Let r,, and r,, respectively, denote the compact-open topology and the 
compact-ported topology introduced by Nachbin [ 181 on the space R(U) of 
all holomorphic functions on an open subset U of a complex Frechet space 
E. Let R(K) denote the space of all germs of holomorphic functions on a 
compact subset K of E and, by abuse of notation, let us also denote by r, 
and 7, the locally convex inductive limit topologies on R(K) which are 
defined by 
~~W)~ 70) = $2 VW)> 70) 
and 
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The space (Z(K), rw) has been studied by many authors and, besides 
being interesting in itself, this space has served as a bridge to obtain infor- 
mation on the space (A?(U), rw). We refer to the survey article of Bierstedt 
and Meise [ 5 ] and to the book of Dineen [S] for background information 
and open problems concerning these two spaces. 
This paper is devoted to the study of the space (Z(K), rO), which has 
hitherto received little attention in the literature. Our main result is 
Theorem 2.1, which asserts that (Z(K), rO) is the inductive limit, in the 
category of all topological spaces, of a suitable sequence of absolutely 
convex compact subsets. This result may be regarded as a generalization of 
the classical Banach-Dieudonne theorem, and has many consequences. One 
of them is Theorem 5.6, which asserts that the topologies t,, and 7, coincide 
on Z(K) when K is an arbitrary compact subset of a Frechet-Schwartz 
space. From this it follows that the topologies t0 and 7, coincide on Z(U) 
when U is a balanced open subset of a Frechet-Schwartz space. This last 
result improves earlier results of Barroso [2], Schottenloher [21], Barroso 
and Nachbin [3], Boland and Dineen 161, and Meise [ 121. 
Our results are valid actually within a more general framework, namely, 
that of Riemann domains modelled over Frechet spaces. That this more 
general framework is very useful, even if we are not primarily interested in 
Riemann domains, has been made clear in [ 171, where some results on an 
open set U c E are obtained by looking at the envelope of holomorphy of U, 
which is, in general, a Riemann domain over E. In fact, Theorem 5.6 is used 
in [ 171 to show that the topologies t0 and rw coincide on Z(U) when U is 
an arbitrary open subset of a Frichet-Schwartz space with a Schauder basis. 
1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
If E is a locally convex space, here always assumed complex and 
Haudorff, then T(E) will denote the collection of all open, convex, balanced 
neighborhoods of zero in E. We shall denote by EL (resp. Ef) the dual E’ of 
E, endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on all bounded (resp. 
compact) subsets of E. 
Let (a, q) be a Riemann domain over a locally convex space E. For 
X c R and V E T(E) we shall write X + V c R if for each x E X there is an 
open neighborhood U, of x in 0 such that rp] U,: U, -+ 9(x) + V is a 
homeomorphism. Then for all x E X and a E I/ we define 
x + a = (91 u,>-‘(9(x) + a). 
Note that for each compact set K c R there always exists V E T(E) such 
that K + V c ,R, and one can readily see that for each compact set L c V, 
the set K + L (defined in the obvious way) is a compact subset of R. 
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Let Z(U) denote the space of all holomorphic functions on an open 
subset U of R, and let Z(K) denote the space of all holomorphic germs on a 
compact subset K of R. Then the topologies r,, and r, can be defined on 
G??(U) and on Z(K) as indicated in the Introduction. We remark that the 
space (X(K), rw) can be represented as an inductive limit of Banach spaces, 
namely, 
where G?‘(U) denotes the Banach space of all bounded holomorphic 
functions on U. 
If fE Z(U) then for each x E U and n E N we shall denote by P” f(x) 
the nth homogeneous polynomial in the Taylor series expansion off at x. 
For XC D and A c E we shall write 
and 
Ilw-ll,,A = sup{lP”f(x)(a)l:xE~,a EA). 
We refer to the book of Horvith [ 111 for the terminology from the theory 
of topological vector spaces, and to the book of Dineen [8] for the 
terminology from infinite dimensional complex analysis. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let (Q, p) be a Riemann domain over a locally convex space E, and let K 
be a compact subset of R. As Nicodemi [ 191 has remarked, the space 
(Z(K), r,,) is always Hausdorff, since the seminormsf+ IP”f(x)(u)l are well 
defined and continuous for every x E K, a E E, and II E N. We cannot say 
much more about (R(K), 7,) if E is an arbitrary locally convex space, but, 
as we shall soon see, this space has very nice properties when E is a Frechet 
space. 
Before stating our main result, let us fix some notation. If E is a Frechet 
space then we fix a decreasing fundamental sequence (Vi)& in 7’“(E) with 
K + V, c 0, and for future convenience we shall assume in addition that 
jVj c Vi- 1 for every j > 2. Now consider the sets 
Then q is equicontinuous and it follows from the Ascoli theorem that 4 is 
a compact subset of (A?(K + V,), 7,,). Hence q is also a compact subset of 
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(R(K), t,,), and the spaces (B%p(K + Vi), rO) and @Y(K), t,,) induce the same 
topology on Xi. Now we can state the main result in this paper 
2.1. THEOREM. Let (Q, 9) be a Riemann domain over a Frechet space E, 
and let K be a compact subset of s1. Then, with the preceding notation, a 
subset Y of (Z(K), rO) is open if and only tf Y n .q is open in J for the 
induced topology, for every j. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will also yield the following result. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let (s1, q) be a Riemann domain over a Fre’chet 
space E, and let K be a compact subset of R. Then the topology of 
(X(K), z,,) is generated jointly by the seminorms of the form (*) and (* *). 
p(f)= C (e,)“lIP”f IlK,L? 
ZO 
q(f)= s;p ,-s-n~,, 2” f ~mf(~k)(ak)- :- P”f(yJW~ . (**I 
m=O 20 
In (*) L varies among all compact subsets of E and (E,,) varies among all 
sequences of nonnegative numbers decreasing to zero. In (**) (xk) and (y,J 
vary among all sequences in K, (a,J and (b,J vary among all null sequences 
in E such that xk t ak = y, + b, for every k, and (n,J varies among all 
sequences of positive integers. 
To prove Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 we need several emmas. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let (52, C+J) be a Riemann domain over a locally convex 
space E, and let K be a compact subset of 8. Then the seminorms of the form 
(*) and (* *) are well defined and continuous on (Z(K), zO). 
Proof. Let p be a seminorm of the form (*) and let q be a seminorm of 
the form (* *). We have to show that p restricted to (&“(K + V), zo) is 
continuous for each I/ E T(E) such that K t V c G. And likewise for q. 
First consider the case of p. If f E GY’(K + V) them it follows from the 
Cauchy integral formulas that 
where I(L) denotes the balanced hull of L and where r > 0 is chosen so that 
r-I(L) c V. Hence 
and the desired conclusion follows, 
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Next consider the case of q, Since (u,J and (b,J converge to zero we may 
choosek,suchthata,,b,EfVforallk>k,.IfwesetA=T{a,,b,:k>k,} 
then for all fE Z(K + I’), k > k. and 1 ,< n < nk we have that 
1 2 ~“fb&) - ‘f ~mf(Ykm) 1 
m=O m=O 
= ~“f(mQ) -f(Yk t u + if 
m=ntl m=n+ 1 
z-z - f ~“fbJb,) + f ~mS(Y,>(bk) 
m=n+l m=ntl 
lP”fll K,.4 G 2 rrn llflIKI2A = 2 Ilfll,,2A 2-“. 
m=ntl m=ntI 
On the other hand, if we set B = T{u,, 6, : k ,< k,} then for all 
f~z(K+ V), k<k,, and 1 <n<n, we have that 
j + ~“f(x,)(u,) - i pmf(y&bJ i < 2 f IP”fll~,~ 
mt0 m=O m=O 
m=O 
where 0 < r < 1 is chosen so that rB c V. If we set C = 2A U rB then for all 
fE Z(K t V) we have 
s(f) < 2 IlfllKtc g,, i znk ? r-m) ’ m=O 
and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Before stating our next lemma we need some additional notation and 
terminology. For each compact set A c E, each positive integer N and each 
E > 0 we shall write 
If V E T(E) is such that K + V c R then a point (x, a, y, b) E (K t I-‘)’ will 
be called a point of ambiguity if x + a = y + b. We shall say that a set 
S c (K X V)’ is a set of ambiguity if each point of S is a point of ambiguity. 
For each set of ambiguity S c (K X V)” and each positive integer N we shall 
write 
1 2 P”f(x)(a> - i f’“f(y)(b) 1 < 1 
m=O m=O 
for all (x,u,y,b)ES and l<n<ZVN). 
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It follows trivially from Lemma 2.3 that %(A; N; E) and W(S; N) are closed 
neighborhoods of zero in (R(K), r,,). 
2.4. LEMMA. Let (Q, q) be a Riemann domain over a Frkhet space E, 
and let K be a compact subset of $2. Let I? be a subset of (X(K), r,,) 
containing the origin such that Y nCXJ: is open in 3; for the induced 
topology, for every j. Then there exist: 
(a) E > 0 and a sequence (Aj)j”o=, of compact sets, with A, c E and 
Ajc2Vjforeveryj> 1; 
(b) a strictly increasing sequence (N,),?, of positive integers; 
(c) a sequence (S,)j”, 1 offinite sets of ambiguity, where Sj c (K x Vj)’ 
for every j > 1, and such that 
X;+ln () %(Ai;Ni;e)n h ZQ”(Si;Ni)~,Y 
i=O i=l 
for every j > 0 (where, for j = 0 the intersection n{=, W((s,; NJ is inter- 
preted as Z(K)). 
Proof. By induction on j. First consider the case j = 0. Since Z7 f~Xr is 
open in 6 for the topology induced by (X(K + V,), r,J, there is a balanced 
compact set A c V, and 0 < E < 4 such that 
(f ET: Ilf II K+a<3&}c<Y. (1) 
Choose r > 1 such that rA c V,. Then for every f E.X, the Cauchy integral 
formulas yield the estimates 
IPJ”f l/K,A G r-” Ilf lIK+rA G r-” 
for every n E IN. Hence there is a positive integer N, such that 
F 
“=%+I 
IIP”f IIK,A GE (2) 
for every fE&. Set A, = N,A. Then from (1) and (2) it follows that 
IfE A: IIP”f II K,A, < E for 0 < n <No} 
c 
i 
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as desired. Next let j > 1 and suppose that we have already found compact 
sets Ai (O,<i<j- 1) with A,cE and Aic2Vi for 1 <i<j- 1, positive 
integers N, < . . . < Nj- r, and finite sets of ambiguity Sic (K X Vi)* 
(1 <i<j- 1) such that 
j-1 j-l 
bin n ~(Ai;Ni;&)n n ~(Si;Ni)c.~ (4) 
i=l i=l 
(with the obvious interpretation for j= 1). We claim that there exist a 
compact set Aj c 2Vj, an integer Nj > Njml, and a finite set of ambiguity 
Sj c (K x Vj)* such that 
i=O i= 1 
(5) 
Suppose that this is not true. Then for each compact set A c 2Vj, for each 
integer N > Nj- , , and for each finite set of ambiguity S c (K X Vi)’ we have 
that 
j-l 
‘~j+,n n ~(Ai;Ni;&)nU(A;N;&) 
i=O 
j-1 (6) 




.x= (Zj+ ,\Y) n 0 %(Ai; Ni; E) n 0 zqsi; Ni). 
i=O i=l 
Then Z’ is a closed subset of xi+, and is therefore compact. The sets 
.Xn %!‘(A ; N, E) n V(S; N) are closed subsets of .F and they are nonvoid, 
by (6). These sets clearly have the finite intersection property, and hence the 
intersection 
n 3 n %'(A; N; E) n W(S; N) 
A ,N,S 
is also nonvoid. Letfbelong to this intersection. SincefE n,,, %‘(A; N; E) it 
follows that 
for all n E IN. (7) 
And since f E 0 S,N V(S; N) it follows that 
5 P” f(x)(a) - 
m=0 
5 pm S(Y)(b) / < 2 -N 
m=o 
(8) 
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for all N > Nj~- I and all points of ambiguity (x, e, y, b) in (K X V,i)z. By (7) 
for each x E K we may definef; E ?(x + Vj) by 
f,(x +a) = c P”f(x)(a) 
fl=O 
and ~[f,ll,+ r,j < 2~ < 1. On the other hand, if (x, a,~, b) is a point of 
ambiguity in (K X Vj)’ then it follows from (7) and (8) that 
If,(x + a> -f,(Y + b)l = 2 P”f(x)@) 
R-N+ I
n=Nt 1 
<2-“$2 5 E. 2-” = 2-N(1 t 2F). 
?t=Ni-i 
it follows that f, E& on (x •t Vi) n (y + vi) for all x, y E K such that 
Cx + vj) n (Y + vj> is nonvoid. We may conclude that fE X’(K + Vj) and 
IISIlwj< 1. Thus 
j-1 j-l 
.fE.qn (-) 2Y(Ai;Ni;&)n n W(Si;Ni) 
i=O i= I 
but f 4 g, contradicting (4). This shows (5) and the lemma. 
Finally we prove Lemma 2.5, which clearly implies both Theorem 2.1 and 
Proposition 2.2. 
2.5. LEMMA. Let (Q,(o) be a Riemann domain over a FrQchet space E, 
and let K be a compact subset of S2. Let g be a subset of (Z(K), TV) such 
that Y fIJZ$ is open in *XI: for the induced topology, for every j. Then, for 
each f, E .V there exist E > 0, a seminorm p of the form (*) and a seminorm 
q of the form (* *) such that 
u-e ~(0 Pdf) < E and q(J)< 1) cF--f,. 
ProoJ (a) First assume f. = 0. With the notation of Lemma 2.4, for 
each j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., define 
Bj= 13, AiU {0) 
i=j 
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and 
7; = {fE R(K): (lP”fl(,,~~ ,< & for Nj- 1 < n ~ Nj} 
(where N-, = -1). Note that Bj is compact for every j > 0 and Bj c 2Vj for 
every j > 1. Furthermore 
f) Wjc.P(Ai;Ni;~) for every i>O. (9) 
j=O 
Set 
L=B,V fi jBj. 
j=l 
Since jVj c Vj- I for every j > 2 we see that jBj c 2Vj- r for every j 2 2 and 
it follows that L is a compact subset of E. If we define 
E, = 1 for O<n<N,, 
1 
E, = - 
.i 
for Njp, < n,<Nj,j> 1, 
and 
then p is a seminorm of the form (*) and it follows from (9) that 
{f~~(K):p(f),<&}C ii SlC ~ ~(Ai;Ni;E). (10) 
j=O i=O 
On the other hand, still with the notation of Lemma 2.4, we can find a 
sequence of points of ambiguity ((x,, uk, y,, b,J)~?, and a strictly increasing 
sequence of integers (mi)Eo with m, = 0, such that 
Si=((Xk,uk,Yk,bk):mi-l Ck<mi} for every i > 1. 
If we define (n,)p=, by 
nk=Ni for T?Z-r <k<nq,i> 1 
and 
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then q is a seminorm of the form (* *) and 
(11) 
From (lo), (ll), and Lemma 2.4 we obtain, for every j > 0, 
Since the sets Xj cover R(K) we conclude that 
ifE z(K):~(f) S 6 and q(f) S 11 c F, 
and the proof is complete in the case f0 = 0. 
(b) Finally we reduce the case where f. E 59 is arbitrary to the case 
where f, = 0, by proving that (g -fO) nXi is open in Xj for the induced 
topology, for every j. Given j we choose i >j such that Xi +fO cXi. Since 
59 nz is open in .Z; for the induced topology, we can find a set &’ open in 
(Z(K), rO) such that 
(,Y -f,) Cl Xj = F n (zj +fo) -.f0 
= d n (,q +fJ -Jo 
= (d -f,) n.4, 
proving that (5 -f,) nx; is open in %X; for the induced topology. The proof 
of Lemma 2.5 is now complete. 
3. THE LOCALLY CONNECTED CASE 
3.1. Remark. The seminorms of the form (* *) alone never generate the 
topology of (R(K), rO). Indeed, if q is a seminorm of the form (**), then 
one can easily see that q(f) = 0 f or everyfE E’. On the other hand, a coun- 
terexample of Aron (see [8, Ex. 2.57)) shows that the seminorms of the form 
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(*) alone do not generate the topology of (z(K), 7,,) in general. Indeed, let 
B=E=CandletK=(l/j)j”O=,u{O}.Define(fi)jm~~A?(K)by 
h(z) = 0 
1 
for zEG,Rez<-, 
j + l/2 




We shall prove in Section 5 that each bounded subset of (X(K), t,) is 
contained and bounded in z”(U) for some open set U 1 K. Whence it is 
clear that the sequence (fj) is not bounded in (z(K), r&. But each seminorm 
of the form (*) is clearly bounded on the sequence W;.). Therefore the 
seminorms of the form (*) alone do not generate the topology of (z(K), 7J, 
However, if the compact set K is locally connected, then the seminorms of 
the form (*) are enough, as the following proposition shows. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let (Q, q~) be a Riemann domain over a Frechet 
space E, and let K be a locally connected compact subset of Q. Then the 
seminorms of the form (*) generate the topology of (z(K), r,,). 
Proposition 3.2 extends an earlier result of Baernstein [l, Theorem 21 for 
D = E = C. Rusek 120, Theorem 31 has obtained a similar result for 
Q = E = C”, but imposing a condition on K which is weaker than local 
connectedness. To prove Proposition 3.2 we need the following lemma. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let (Q, 9) be a Riemann domain over a locally convex 
space E, and let K be a locally connected compact subset of a. Then for each 
V E P’(E) with K + V c B there exists WE Y(E) with W c V such that 
Proof: For each z E K choose an open set U, such that z E U, c z t +V 
and K n U, is connected. Next for each z E K choose W, E 7:‘(E) such that 
z t 3 W, c U,. Note that 3 W, c {V for every z E K. Finally choose a finite 
setZcKsuchthatKcU(zt W,:zEZ}andset W=n{W,:zEZ).We 
shall show that this is the desired W. 
Let us fix fEX(K) with sup,, jIP”flj,.V < co. Then for each x E K we 
may define f, E X(x + V) c X(x t 6 W) by 
f,(x + a) = f P” f (x)(a). 
n=o 
Then we define FE GY(K t W) by F =f, on x + W for every x E K. To 
complete the proof it suffices to show that F is well defined, i.e., that f, = f, 
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on (x+ W)f7(y+ IV) for all x,yEK such that (x+ IV)n(y+ W) is 
nonvoid. 
Fix x, y E K such that (x + W) n (y + IV) # 0. Then y E x + 2 W. If we 
choose z E Z such that x E z + W, then 
yEx+2Wcz+3WzcU,cz+~Vcx+V. (12) 
Choose an open set U 2 K such that fez(U) and let o denote the 
connected component of U n (x + V) which contains x. By (12) x and y 
belong to K n Uz and this set is connected and contained in U f? (x + I’). 
Therefore 
x,yEKnu,cwcUn(x-+-V). 
Since f = f, on a neighborhood of x we conclude that f = f, on o. And since 
f =f, on a neighborhood of y and y E w we conclude that f, sfy on a 
neighborhood of y. But y E (x + 2W) n (y + w) and this open set is 
connected, being the homeomorphic image of the convex open set 
(q(x) t 2 W) n (q(y) + W). It follows that f, -.f, on (x + 2 W) n (y t W) 
and hence on (x t W) n (y + W), and the proof is complete. 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let (Q, cp) be a Riemann domain over a Frechet space 
E, and let K be a locally connected compact subset of R. Then there is a 
decreasing fundamental sequence (Vj),YO in Y(E), with K t V, c 0, such 
that 
for every j > 1. 
By modifying the proofs of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, with the aid of Corollary 
3.4, one can show Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6. And Proposition 3.2 follows at once 
from Lemma 3.6. We leave the details to the reader. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let (f2, IJI) be a Riemann domain over a Frechet space E, 
and let K be a locally connected compact subset of 0. Let F be a subset of 
(Z(K), zO) containing the origin such that .Y nq is open in q for the 
induced topology, for every j. Then there exist: 
(a) E > 0 and a sequence (Aj)i”,, of compact sets, with A,, c E and 
Aj c 2Vj-, for every j > 1; 
(b) a strictly increasing sequence (N,)j”,, of positive integers, such that 
q+,n 6 %(Ai;Ni;e)~.Y 
i=O 
for every j > 0. 
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3.6. LEMMA. Let (0, p) be a Riemann domain over a Frkhet space E, 
and let K be a locally connected compact subset of R. Let Y be a subset of 
(Z(K), z,,) such that 5 “4 is open in J$ for the induced topology, for 
every j. Then, for each each f. E Y there exist E > 0 and a seminorm p of the 
form (*) such that 
4. (DFC)-SPACES 
We shall say that a locally convex space X is a (DFC)-space if X = Yh for 
a suitable Frechet space Y. These spaces have been studied by Brauner [7], 
Hollstein [9! lo], and the author [15], 
Let X = Yr, where Y is a Frechet space, and let ( Vj) be a decreasing 
fundamental sequence in y(Y). If we set Kj = q for every j, then it follows 
from the classical Banach-Dieudonnt theorem (see [ 11, Theorem 3.10.11) 
that a set G c X is open if and only if G n Kj is open in Kj for the induced 
topology, for every j. We shall presently show that, conversely, this property 
characterizes (DFC)-spaces. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let X be a focally convex space and let (Kj) be an 
increasing sequence of convex, balanced, compact subsets of X with the 
property that a set G c X is open whenever G n Kj is open in Kj for the 
induced topology, for every j. Then: 
(a) Each bounded subset of X is absorbed by some Kj. 
(b) X is a (DFC)-space. More precisely, Xl, is a Frkhet space and 
x = (x;);. 
Proof. (i) First we observe that each point of X is obsorbed by some 
Kj. To see this let L = U,? I Kj, let X, = U,” , nL, and note that 
X, fi Kj = Kj for every j. From the hypothesis it follows that X, is open in 
X, and since X, is a vector subspace of X, we conclude that X, =X. 
(ii) Next let Y d enote the dual X’ of X, endowed with the topology of 
uniform convergence on the sets Kj. .It is clear that Y is a Frechet space. 
(iii) We claim that each null sequence (f,) c Y is equicontinuous. 
Indeed, let 
G= {xEX: If,(x)/ < 1 for every n). 
To prove our claim it suffices to show that G is open in X, and to prove this 
it suffices to show that Gn Kj is open in Kj for the induced topology, for 
every j. Fix j and fix x E G n Kj. Since (f,) converges to zero in Y there 
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exists NE N such that \jf,lj,, < 1 for every 12 > N. And since x E G, for each 
n ,< N there exists a neighborhood U, of x in X such that (/ fnjlU, < 1. Then 
(on<,,, U,) n Kj is a neighborhood of x in Kj which is contained in G f-7 Kj. 
(iv) We claim that Y = Xi = XL. On one hand it is clear that the 
identity mappings Xi + Xi and XL -+ Y are both continuous. On the other 
hand, it follows from (iii) that each null sequence from Y is bounded in XL, 
and since Y is metrizable, we conclude that the identity mapping Y--t XL is 
also continuous. 
(v) We claim that each bounded subset B c X is absorbed by some 
Kj. Indeed, by (iv), given B c X bounded there exist j E n\i and E > 0 such 
that B” =) &Kj’. Hence B c (l/s) Kj. 
(vi) Finally we claim that X = Y;. To begin with, the Mackey-Arens 
theorem guarantees that Y’ =X algebraically. Next, it is clear that the 
identity mapping Y; --f X is continuous, for if U is a closed, convex, balanced 
neighborhood of zero in X then U = PO, and @ is compact in Y. Finally, 
since Y is a Frtchet space, each compact subset of Y is contained in the 
closed, convex, balanced hull of a suitable null sequence, and is therefore 
equicontinuous, by (iii). From this we conclude that the identity mapping 
X + Yi is also continuous, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
From Theorems 2.1 and 4.1 we obtain at once the following two results: 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let (~2, (o) be a Riemann domain over a Frechet 
space E, and let K be a compact subset of f2. Then each bounded subset oj” 
(Z(K), ro) is contained in some Zj~. In particular, the inductive limits 
and 
(X(K), r,) = ind(R(K + Vj), r,) 
(R(K), rw) = ind sZ? (K + Vj) 
are both regular and have the same bounded sets. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. Let (Q, qr) be a Riemann domain over a Frechet 
space E, and let K be a compact subset of 9. Then (X(K), to) is a (DFC)- 
space. More precisely, (X(K), ro); is a Frechet space and (A?(K), zo) = 
((~(a HOW 
The regularity of the inductive limit (Z(K), t,) = indR”(K + vi) had 
been previously established by the author [ 14, Theorem 3.11 using a result of 
Grothendieck on (DF)-spaces. 
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5.3. PROPOSITION. Let (J2, q) be a Riemann domain over a Frkhet 
space E, and let K be a locally connected compact subset of 8. Then 
(Z’(K), t,,) is a locally multiplicatively convex algebra. 
Proof: According to the definition of locally multiplicatively convex 
algebras [ 131, we have to find a family of seminorms p which generate the 
topology of (Z(K), r,,) and which verify the inequality p(fg) <p(f) p( g) for 
all f and g in X(K). By Proposition 3.2, the seminorms of the form (*) 
generate the topology of (Z(K), 7J. Now, let (E,):=~ be a sequence of 
nonnegative numbers decreasing to zero. If we define a new sequence (8n)FZ0 
by 
~0=~0, 
S,= iY= foreveryn> 1, 
then we can readily see that (6,) is also a sequence of nonnegative numbers 
decreasing to zero, and that E, ,< 6, for every n. Furthermore, the sequence 
(6,) satisfies the additional condition 
(si)ysj) > (fJiijy+j for all i and j. 
Thus, in the definition of the seminorms of the form (*) we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that the sequence (E,) verifies the additional con- 
dition 
(Ei)‘(Ej)j > (Ei+j)i+j for all i and j. 
If p is any such seminorm, then for all f and g in Z’(K) we have that 
p(fg) = fO (E,)” IlP”(fg)Il,,, < f (&J” z lIPi.& Wg!l&I 
n=O i+j=n 
< f C (&iji llPifll~,~(~j)ilIPi~ll~.~ =P(f)P(g)’ 
n=O itj=n 
This completes the proof. 
Before giving our main application we have to generalize a result of 
Bierstedt and Meise [4]. 
5.4. THEOREM. Let (.f2, yl) be a Riemann domain over a 
Fre’chet-Schwartz space. Then (X(K), r,) is a (DFS)-space for each 
compact subset K of Il. 
Theorem 5.4 was established by Bierstedt and Meise [4, Theorem 71 in the 
case of one-sheeted omains and their proof can be adapted to our more 
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general situation. However, for future convenience we prefer to derive 
Theorem 5.4 from the more precise Lemma 5.5. 
5.5. LEMMA. Let (0, rp) be a Riemann domain over a Frechet-Schwartz 
space E, and let K be a compact subset of ~2. Let ( Vj) be a fundamental 
sequence in Y(E) such that Vj+I c (l/2) Vj, the canonical mapping 
E”j+l-rE”j is precompact and K + Vj c a for every j. Then: 
(a) The spaces (Z’(K + V,), zO) and Z”(K $ Vj+ ,) induce the same 
topology on q for every c > 0 and every j. 
(b) The set 4 is compact in Z”(K + Vj+ ,)for every j. 
(c) The spaces (X(K), so) and (Z(K), r,) induce the same topology 
on each Xj’. 
Proof. We shall prove that the topology induced on flj by 
Z”(K + Vj+ r) is weaker than the topology induced on q by 
(Z(K + V,), zr,). Since we already know that ~j is a compact subset of 
(z(K + Vj), to), everything will follow. 
Given E > 0 choose 6 > 0 such that cj6/( 1 - E) < E. Since the canonical 
mapping E,+, + Evj is precompact here is a finite set A c Vj+ I such that 
Vj+ I cA + (a/2) Vj. If f E c,%Vj~ then it follows from the Cauchy integral 
formulas that 
Ilf IlK+Vj+l G Ilf lIK+A+tSi*)Vj 
< IlfllK,..l + 5 llP”f IIX+A.w2~“i n=l 
< IIS IlK+A + : 6” llf IIrc+v, fl=l 
G Ilf IlK+A +gg. 
By our choice of 6 it follows that 
and the proof on the lemma is complete. 
From Lemma 5.5(c) and Theorem 2.1 we get at once the following result. 
5.6. THEOREM. Let (32, VP) be a Riemann domain over a 
Frechet-Schwartz space. Then the topologies z,, and 5, coincide on Z(K) for 
each compact subset K of 52. 
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5.7. PROPOSITION. Let E be a Fr&het--Schwartz space. Then the 
topologies z,, and 5, coincide on Z(U) f or each balanced open subset U of E. 
Proof On one hand it is clear that 
Gw)~ 4 = ljy vv)~ 5) c 
for any open set U c E. On the other hand, it is known that 
if U is a balanced open subset of E (see [ 8, Proposition 6.71). An application 
of Theorem 5.6 completes the proof. 
5.8. Remark. Let (0, o) be a Riemann domain over a locally convex 
space E, and let K be a compact subset of R. One can easily see that for 
each n E N the space of homogeneous polynomials (9(‘E), zO) is a 
complemented subspace of (Z(K), r,,). And likewise, the space (Y(“E), ZJ 
is a complemented subspace of (Z(K), 5,). See (8, Propositions 2.40,2.41, 
and 2.58). Therefore, if the topologies t,, and r, coincide on Z(K), it follows 
in particular that the identity mapping EL + El is a homeomorphism, and 
hence each bounded subset of E is precompact. Thus Frtchet-Monte1 spaces 
constitute a natural boundary for possible improvements of Theorem 5.6. A 
similar remark applies to Proposition 5.7. 
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